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Abstract—Major researches in the domain of complex sys-
tems are interdisciplinary, collaborative and geographically dis-
tributed. The purpose of this paper is to explore a new collab-
orative approach that facilitates scientists’ interactions during
the modelling and simulation process. Based on the problem of
collaboration in a simulation project, we identify the needs for
this kind of platform. Accordingly, a new collaborative platform
dedicated to agent-based simulation (PAMS) has been developed.
This new environment integrates common collaborative tools (e.g.
videoconferencing, instant messaging, whiteboard) and specific
tools to share and manipulate models, simulators, experiments
and results... In this paper, we illustrate our approach by
presenting our experiment with MIOR, a model developed in
soil science.

Index Terms—collaborative simulation, agent-based simula-
tion, distributed systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Modelling and simulation of complex systems are by na-
ture interdisciplinary and collaborative activities. Data collec-
tion, model conceptualization and their implementation using
computational tools require close teamwork amongst various
players such as domain experts, modelers and computer sci-
entists. Indeed it is very unusual that such specialists are
geographically located at least in the same city. Internet and
modern communication media allow these kinds of distant
collaborations, but specific tools are nevertheless required to
improve their efficiency.

The advent of new information technologies and commu-
nications tools has enabled the development of a plethora of
collaborative platforms [1]. A few of them, such as BSCW [2],
E-Groupware [3] and Sakai [4], have positioned themselves
as collaboration-oriented extensions of generalist communica-
tions platforms in the scientific world. These products integrate
specific functionalities facilitating: (i) access to knowledge
and scientific information, (ii) interaction and collaboration
between researchers, and (iii) a more effective dissemination
of research results. Such platforms are still relatively undevel-
oped. Most of these collaboration systems are limited to data
repositories with web interfaces [5] and thus remain incapable
of supporting significant collaborative efforts despite growing
demands for such tools in the scientific community [6].

This paper focuses on the modelling and simulation do-
main. We illustrate scientists’ needs for collaborative tools
by taking the MIOR model [7] as example. MIOR is an
agent-based model developed to simulate the decomposition
process of organic residues by micro organisms in the soil.
But the demand is similar in most simulation projects such as
gamavi [8] (epidemiology), Ichthyop [9] (halieutic), Miro[10]
(geography) and Sworm [11] (soil science).

As most of modelling and simulation projects, MIOR has
required a deep cooperation between researchers from different
disciplines such as ecology and computer science. As usual
scientists were geographically separated: for example the
initial MIOR model war elaborated in cooperation between
researchers from 2 continents, 3 countries and 4 cities. In this
hard working environment, the need of efficient collaborative
tools appears obvious.

The aim of this paper is to present our attempt to give some
answers to the collaboration problem. The main idea is to place
models, simulators, experiments and results at the center of
the collaboration. From this idea, we have designed and de-
veloped methodologies and a web-based “groupware”, named
“PAMS”, containing common collaborative tools (videoconfer-
encing, instant messaging, and so on) and specific tools dedi-
cated to the simulation domain (sharing experiments, results,
experience exchange...) aiming at supporting collaboration
between domain experts, modelers and computer scientists.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II presents the
MIOR model. In Section III we analyze the collaboration
problem and describe some existing tools aiming at answering
this issue. Section IV presents our own answer attempt and
details the architecture of PAMS. Finally in Section V we
compare our approach with other existing ones and show how
our application can address collaboration problems involved
in the MIOR use.

II. T HE MIOR MODEL

The soil is an extremely complex and heterogeneous envi-
ronment composed of organic and mineral aggregates between
which can live bacteria colonies. The aim of the MIOR project
[7] is to model and simulate the process of mineralization



in the soil, i.e. the decomposition by micro organisms of
substrates organic matter. This model gives the opportunity
to study phenomena such as the decomposition of litter in the
natural environment or theCO2 efflux produced during this
process by the microbial respiration [12], actual experiments
of this process being indeed really hard to carry out.

The main idea underlying MIOR model is to focus, among
various identified factors, on the influence of the population
of microorganisms and in particular on their biochemical
composition [13] or on their spacial repartition and spatio-
temporal dynamics [14]1. The MIOR model is original among
existing ones because it uses an agent-based approach to model
this process. In particular, this paradigm allows it to represent
explicitly the heterogeneity of the soil and the spatio-temporal
dynamics of living and non-living organic matter, contrarily
to mathematical models such as CANTIS [16], SOMKO [17]
or Fontaineet al. ’s one [18].

From the MIOR model, a simulator has been developedex
nihilo using Net Logo framework. This model can carry out
simulations and investigate the influence of various parameters
on the biological process. It has been improved during more
than four years and is become quite elaborated. But in return
it is quite hard to take in hand for a new user that does
not well know this programming language. This point limits
the possible diffusion of this model and its use by other
researchers.

III. T HE COLLABORATION IN THE SIMULATION OF

COMPLEX SYSTEMS

A. The collaboration problem in a collaborative simulations
project: the case of MIOR

1) The collaboration problem in the case of the MIOR
model: Results of this model can be useful for biologists com-
ing from various communities of soil sciences. For example,
this model is used to study:

• microbial dynamics [7]
• macrofaune (earthworms) impact on organic matter dis-

tribution [11], [19]
• mychorizial phenomena.

This model could be used in other case studies and should be
known by other the soil science communities. But, the MIOR
model is a standalone NetLogo model that needs computer
science qualification to be used. In addition, it is difficult
to give an accurate presentation of a model in an paper,
and thus it is impossible for readers to reproduce the model.
Only simulation results can be published and discussed into
an article. Thus, researches around models such as MIOR
cannot be diffused with efficiency throughout soil sciences
communities.

2) A first attempt with Web-Sim-MIOR:To promote the
MIOR model and facilitate exchanges around it, a participa-
tive portal, called WEB-SIM-MIOR2, has been created and

1Note that [15] showed that the surface of contact between living and non-
living organic matters has a great impact on the decomposition process.

2The WEB-SIM-MIOR project has been initiated by Christophe Cambier.

published at http://www.ird.fr/websimmior. This web sitewas
a first attempt to provide collaborative web tools dedicatedto
model and simulate complex systems.

The WEB-SIM-MIOR portal is based on the generic NetL-
ogo platform and allows users to run simulators on their own
computer via their web browser without installing anything.
They can also download simulators if they want to launch
simulations offline using hardware resources of their own
computer. Moreover registered users of a WEB-SIM-MIOR
portal have the opportunity to upload a NetLogo simulator
and to publish it with a short and long descriptions.

Up today, the MIOR model is the only published one on the
WEB-SIM-MIOR portal. Around this model a tutorial promote
agent-based modelling in soil sciences. During the project,
sessions and training have been given to biologists and experts
in soil sciences. The experience of these meetings shows us:

• thematicians’ needs to use modelling and simulation
technics to study complex systems;

• the lack of knowledge of modelling and simulation ap-
proaches;

• the biologists’ need to exchange around their researches.

Obviously, the experience of the WEB-SIM-MIOR project
shows several weakness of the existing web portal such as:

• the impossibility to setup simulators that are not based
on NetLogo,

• the poverty of proposed collaborative tools;
• the needs to download and run simulators on the user’s

computer (simulator complexity are constrained by users’
computer limitations).

It follows that the WEB-SIM-MIOR portal is not the ideal
response to the problems of collaboration and scientific sharing
in the domain of soil sciences or in other research areas.

3) The collaboration problem in the general case:A sim-
ulation project is a teamwork rather than the task of a single
and isolated scientist [20]. In this context, a collaborative
platform takes an important role in the success of such a
project: “collaboration-enabling tools are critical for trans-
forming simulations into true research modalities.” [19].But,
among existing groupwares only few are dedicated or useful
to support collaboration in modelling and simulation.

From the experience of WEB-SIM-MIOR and other works
about collaborative systems, it is possible to imagine whatis
the ideal groupware to simulate complex systems. An ideal
simulation groupware must be:

• compliant with major simulation platformsto facilitate
the setup of simulators coming from famous simulation
platforms (NetLogo, Repast, MadKit, . . . );

• genericto permit simulation of various complex systems;
• user friendlyto be used by scientists coming from various

research areas;
• a distributed systemto support large scale simulations

and many simultaneous connections and simulations;
• synchronousto permit instant exchanges between scien-

tists (videoconferencing, instant messaging, white board,
desktop sharing, . . . );



Fig. 1. WEB-SIM-MIOR

• asynchronousto allow different time collaboration (mail,
forum, wiki, . . . );

• based on web technologiesto be available everywhere
without installing anything;

• composed of basic simulator functionalitiesto start, stop
and setup simulations with various parameters;

• composed of advanced functionalitiesto analyze sim-
ulation results, store results in a database and replay
simulations;

• composed of collaboration featuresdedicated to the sim-
ulation domain (parameters setting, result sharing, . . . );

• composed of public-private information management sys-
tem to allow a participant to determine a public part
(shared with each other) and a private part (kept for
himself) of his own simulation desktop.

Note that the previous enumeration is not an exhaustive
list of desiderata necessary for having an ideal simulation
groupware.

B. Existing tools

The advent of new information technologies and com-
munication during the past fifteen years has enabled the
development of a plethora of collaborative platforms named
BSCW (Basic Support Cooperative Work). Major BSCWs are
dedicated to (i) industrial use [21], [4], [5], (ii) the fieldof
tele-medicine [1] or (iii) the e-learning. These platformsallow
people to collaborate via the Web in order to (i) create and
manage documents and to (ii) exchange information and ideas
during meetings. For this purpose, these groupwares support
various tools such as videoconferencing, instant messaging,
resources sharing, white board and so on.

At the intersection of web technologies, collaborative sys-
tems and simulation domain, a new way had emerged during
the last decade [20]. It promotes new solutions named Web-

Based Simulation Groupware (WBSG) which incorporate sim-
ulators into a collaborative environment.

Major WBSGs are dedicated to the education domain. As
example we present ERCIS [22] and DomoSim-TPC [23]
frameworks.

ERCIS is “a prototype Group Distance Exercise system that
[...] provide[s] addfordable distributed interactive simulation”
[22]. This WBSG is applied to military simulations. It permits
to train in the use of RBS-70 missile units [22] in a virtual
environment which takes into account (i) geographical infor-
mation, (ii) aircraft characteristics and (iii) exercise scenario.
ERCIS allows to create sessions including 11 participants.
They collaborate via a browser and applets embedded. But,
ERCIS does not support several basic collaborative tools such
as instant messaging, forum and so on.

DomoSIM-TPC environment is used for collaborative learn-
ing of domotical design. This environment allows collabora-
tion during the modelling and the simulation processes. To
create their model, students work together through shared
workspaces. To simulate it, they use a Shared Window System,
such as NetMeeting@. Contrary to ERICS, DomoSIM-TPC
includes several collaboration tools such as: (i) mail, (ii)
generic and structured instant messaging, (iii) decision-making
tool, (iv) tele-pointers, (v) tele-data, and so on. But it does
not support videoconferencing, desktop sharing and many
asynchronous collaborative functions such as: forum, wiki,
blog. . .

Only few WBSGs are dedicated to research works, for
example to the study of complex systems. In this domain, we
can cite Web-Sim-MIOR presented in the previous section. But
this tool is more an interactive web portal than a groupware.
It allows to run only NetLogo simulators. Users can only
interact with the browser and they cannot communicate and
run simulations together.



The Web Based Simulation Center (WBSC) framework [5]
provides “a concept and a prototypical solution for supporting
specialists from different fields who are involved in a simu-
lation project, phase by phase, supported by Web-based re-
sources” [5]. It supports all steps of a collaborative simulation
project. One advantage of this platform is to provide sufficient
functionalities for collaboration such as an instant messaging,
a file management system, an environment for collaborative
writing of documents (Collaw [5]), and special features to
simultaneously realize experiments (e.g. to modify parameters,
execute a simulation and display results as images. . . ).

But WBSC only supports the simulator GPSS/H [24]. It
cannot integrate new simulators that have been written in
other simulation systems such as the MIOR model. Moreover
WBSC does not support synchronous collaborative tools such
as videoconferencing, whiteboard or screen sharing. . .

In [20], Korichi Ahmedet al.present a BSCW usable in var-
ious research domains. It associates a BSCW system with ex-
ternal softwares that allow to realize synchronous collaborative
functions. For this purpose, this groupware proposes a shared
workspace with asynchronous collaborative features (e.g.fo-
rums, version management, event service) and synchronous
tools using an external software close to MS NetMeeting. The
latter introduces services such as videoconferencing, instant
messaging, desktop sharing, software sharing, and so on.

The approach proposed by Korichi Ahmedet al. is very
simple, useful and generic. But, among its drawbacks, we can
note that no privacy rules can be defined. Every participant of
a session can control the simulation. In addition there is no
generic feature (e.g. a database) allowing to store simulation
results: results are shared by the group during the simulation
and cannot be reused afterwards.

C. Needs

As far as we are aware, there does not exist any framework
that supports functionalities required by a generic and efficient
WBSG. Major groupwares are not dedicated to the simula-
tion domain and do not support the use of simulators and
simulation platforms. Existing WBSCs are not ideal solutions
because they do not support every requirement identified in
Section III-A3.

From the lack of existing WSBCs and desiderata presented
in Section III-A3, it appears that there is a need to develop a
generic WBSC giving the opportunity (i) to execute various
kinds of simulators on a server, (ii) to share simulator control,
(iii) to share simulation results and (iv) to manipulate simula-
tion results during and after the running of the simulator.

We propose in the sequel a new WBSC based on the
idea that simulators can be viewed as a collaborative object
manipulated via a didactic and user-friendly web interface.

IV. PRESENTATION OF THEPAMS FRAMEWORK

A. Principle: PAMS a new collaborative framework for agent-
based simulation of complex system

PAMS project introduces a new approach to collaborate
in a modelling and simulation project. With PAMS, models
and simulators are considered as objects shared by a group
of researchers, which is possible to manipulate, configure,
analyze and so on over a web interface. PAMS is indeed
an environment enabling researchers to work together on the
design of models and / or on their exploration (execution of
models based on various scenarios, i.e. interactions conceptu-
alized in the context for which the model has been designed
or execution of a specific simulation).

To reduce the developing time and cost, we focus on open
source solutions which provide some generic collaborative
tools and which are possibly extensible with new modules
needed for collaboration in the field of complex systems
simulations. After an investigation, we have chosen Agora
[25] which provides synchronous tools (such as videocon-
ferencing, whiteboard, chat...) and Sakai [25] which supports
asynchronous tools (such as file management, forum...). And
we have added to it new collaborative modules dedicated
to simulation activities, such as: (i) setting simulations, (ii)
executing simulations on a remote server, (iii) visualizing
and analyzing results, (iv) managing versions of available
models, (v) archiving experiments and results, (vi) annotating
experiments and results (giving contextual comment), (vii)
storing image or graph outputs of the simulation.

PAMS uses various generic, independent and popular plat-
forms to manage multi-agent simulations. In particular, our
application supports Repast [26], Gama [8] and NetLogo [27].
The web interface allows users to upload their own models for
these simulators and to laugh some collaborative simulations.
Note that PAMS is not dedicated to some particular simulators
and from the developers point of view, it is quite easy to
integrate to our application some new simulators thanks to
its modular architecture presented in the next section.

B. Architecture: PAMS - a modular environment

PAMS framework is a distributed system based on common
components (see Fig.2):

• A web application serverbased on Jsp, Ajax and Servlet
(Tomcat & Sakai) to manage the collaborative web inter-
face that displays models, experiments, simulators and
results with a simple, adaptable and didactic structure of
data.

• A distributed component based application server
(EJB-Jonas) to manage the groupware kernel (execute
simulators, manage experiments, inputs, outputs and col-
laboration).

• A Database (MySQL) to store users, experiments and
results.

Fives modules compose the kernel of the PAMS environ-
ment:



Fig. 2. PAMS logical architecture

• Simulation platform drivers package contains the ker-
nel of agent-based platforms as Repast [26], Gama [8]
and NetLogo [27].

• Outputs package manages simulation results coming
from simulation platforms, and shares these data with
other modules of the systems.

• Displays packageformats shared outputs in order to
generate and manage user displays: monitors, plots and/or
2Dgrids (images).

• Recorder packagesaves in a database every value that
an output has taken during a simulation. These data are
read by the experiment browser web interface.

• Controllers packageaims at managing experiments and
simulators and at ensuring the coherency and concurrency
of objects shared by users (parameters, simulation out-
puts, experiments).

Controller and Display packages are the only modules
available outside the kernel of PAMS framework. Through
these two modules, graphical user interfaces (GUI) allow, with
a collaborative scheme, to load and manipulate (start, stop,
parameter settings, and so on) simulators, and to customize
simulation outputs by adding/removing monitors, plots, grids
and so one.

PAMS environment proposes a generic web based col-
laborative GUI. This interface takes advantage of typical
collaborative tools (videoconferencing, white-board andso
on) coming from Sakai and Agora tools. In addition, PAMS
provides functions dedicated to the simulation domain:

• A collaborative simulation board for executing and
sharing remote simulators

• An experiment browser for managing and replaying
realized experiments and exchanging results.

Up to now, PAMS supports simulators coming from three
agents based platforms: Repast, Gama, and NetLogo. Some

famous and simple simulators have been deployed, e.g. the life
game, Enn for Repast, Life for Gama and MIOR for NetLogo,
to test PAMS functionalities. But others can easily be uploaded
on the server via the web interface.

V. CASE STUDY

A. Example of PAMS use with MIOR model

The aim of this case study is to show how a group of
scientists can use PAMS environment to work collaboratively
on MIOR simulations. We consider as example the case of
Mr. X and Mr. Y, researchers in ecology, respectively located
in Paris and Hanoi. They wish to execute some simulations
in order to get results to illustrate an article they are writing
together.

They begin by connecting to a MIOR simulator via the
PAMS platform, that is supposed to be running on a server.
After the identification step, they access to their private
workspace. Mr. X wants to create a simulation. From a list of
available simulators, he selects the MIOR one. A new display
appears showing information about it: aims of the model,
inputs, outputs and so one. On this screen, Mr. X can see
all public experiments done with the MIOR simulator. But,
he prefers to create a new one. For that, X inputs a comment
about the new experiment (its aim) and selects participants
from a list of subscribed persons. In the case of this scenario,
Mr. X selects Mr. Y. and submits the form. The experiment is
now created. X is waiting Y’s connection to start simulations.

Y selects also the MIOR simulator from the list of available
simulators. Information about this simulator are displayed, and
Y sees that X has invited him to participate in an experiment.
Y connects to the experiment.

X and Y are seeing the same display: the simulation board
of the MIOR simulator. X wants to start entering simulation
parameters. He thus takes the token allowing the control of
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Fig. 3. MIOR under PAMS

the simulation. Y’s display is frozen. He cannot perform any
action on the simulator board, but sees modifications. After
doing modifications, X releases the token. Y does not agree
with X’s parameters modifications. To explain his disagree-
ment, Y starts a videoconferencing session integrated in the
Agora meeting tool. Thanks to video, audio and whiteboard
tools, Y discusses with X. To support his remarks, Y shows an
article by sharing his desktop and convinces X. X thus takes
again the token and changes parameters values according to
Y’s recommendation. Then, X starts the simulation.

X and Y can observe real-time changes in predetermined
outputs. During the simulation, they discuss the evolutionof
the outputs. From these results, X and Y begin an analysis and
make hypothesis about the phenomena they see. Due to time
constraints Mr. X must leave. They both decide to resume this
discussion later. So they record the session. Three days later,
returning to the site, the conversation starts and resumes in the
state where it had been left earlier...

B. Comparison with existing tools

This section will lead a comparison between five simulation
platforms in which collaborative work is allowed: WEB-SIM-

MIOR, BSCW [5], ERICS [22], DomoSim-TPC [23] and
PAMS. This study is summarized in Table I.

With regard to the modelling task, we can identify four
classes of systems. In the first one, platforms support toolsfor
modelling, but only one user can participate at a moment,
it is a case ofindividual modelling. In the second class,
shared modelling, platforms also support for modelling, but
in addition all participants have a same view of the tools
and can simultaneously model.model editing toolmeans
that platforms allow to modify models. Withmodel installer
feature, platforms can be extended with others model from
various simulators (e.g. Repast [26] models, NetLogo [27]
models... ).

With respect to the simulation phase, we can distinguish
seven features. For the mode of simulation launch, we identify
the batch modeand thegraphical mode. About the way to
simulate, platforms can either allowindividual simulation, in
which only one user can simulate,distributed simulation, when
each participant launches a simulator that is part of a global
simulation [23], orshared simulationwhen all participants
have the same view of the model and can simultaneously sim-
ulate. We also distinguish systems that allows tomanipulate



parameters and results(modify and set the parameters, view
and analyze the results...) and tomanage simulations(join a
simulation, replay a simulation... ).

For generic collaborative functions, we studyasynchronous
functions such as: discussion forum, wiki, mail, bog... and
following synchronous collaborative functions:

• Videoconferencing: Does system support videoconferenc-
ing?

• Chat tool
• Whiteboard
• Desktop sharing

In addition, we add two cases determining whether the plat-
form is system independent and if it requires the installation
of additional packages to use it.

In relation to the modelling task, there are two groups: a
group allowing the modelling that includes DomoSim-TPC
and BSCW, while the other group composed by PAMS, WEB-
SIM-MIOR and ERCIS does not support it. With PAMS and
DomoSim-TPC users can add new models.

Concerning the simulation phase, every platform supports
graphical mode while only BSCW allows to run simulation in
batch mode. Individual simulation can be carried out by every
platform, but shared simulation only by PAMS, BSCW and
DomoSim-TPC and distributed simulation by ERCIS. Users
can manipulate simulation with all platforms, however, only
PAMS and DomoSim-TPC allow to manage simulation.

PAMS and BSCW strongly support for synchronous and
asynchronous functions, but BSCW depends on system oper-
ation, and its use needs to install additional packages which
can restraint its use. In general, for collaborative modelling and
simulation DomoSim-TPC, BSCW and PAMS are best. But for
research works, PAMS is more convenient, because DomoSim-
TPC is used to study, while BSCW is system dependent.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have argued in this paper that a modelling and sim-
ulation work is by nature a collaborative task: it needs the
participation of various domain experts that are usually ge-
ographically separated. The need of specific tools appears
thus obvious. We have illustrated this point by taking the
example of the MIOR project. We have highlighted that
existing tools allowing collaborative work, in particularin the
field of modelling and simulation, are still far from what we
consider as being desiderata for an ideal WBSC. We thus
have proposed a new collaborative framework dedicated to
modelling and simulation called PAMS.

PAMS framework is based on an original approach in which
the simulator is the support of the collaboration. It is a shared
object manipulated by every member of a scientific group.
We consider that users only need to view a simulator as a
“black box”. Members can thus concentrate and collaborate
on its inputs and outputs. To help their collaboration, the GUI
contains common asynchronous and synchronous tools such as
videoconferencing, instant-messaging, whiteboard, and so one.
Moreover PAMS provides to scientists a large number of col-
laborative tools dedicated to simulation. The web-based GUI

allows them to access collaboratively to remote simulatorsand
to shared experiments. This GUI also supplies collaborative
functions to setup simulators, execute simulators on a remote
server, visualize and analyze simulation results, and keeplogs
of each experiment.

On a simple but actual example using the MIOR model,
we have shown that the use of PAMS: on the one hand, (i)
addresses the problem posed by the geographically dispersed
location of researchers and on the other hand, (ii) brings a new
dimension to the simulation activities of complex systems.

PAMS is still under development. Up today it supports
three agent-based simulation platforms (Repast, Gama and
NetLogo). The modularity of PAMS permits our environment
to be improved in many ways. Adding a new simulation
platform only needs the creation of a new driver which is
a quite low-cost task. New simulation platforms or standalone
simulators will thus be integrated in the future. Modularity also
allows a quite simple integration of new kinds of displays or
collaborative tools. PAMS framework will thus be improved
in many ways: (i) by adding new collaborative tools (e.g. an
annotating system to comment experiments), (ii) by optimizing
the system (e.g. adding load-balancing strategies), and (iii) by
supporting new agent based simulation platforms (e.g. Madkit
and so on). We also plan to test the existing version on a
concrete research project applied to, for instance, geography
or epidemiology. Feedbacks from these tests will provide the
vital keys required to further developments and improvements
of the PAMS environment.
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